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Restructuring of Grid Components
Investigator: Armin Größlinger
Idea:

Components are individually optimized black boxes.

The composition of components must be reoptimized.
This requires restructuring of the components.
The restructuring is governed by properties of metadata.
The properties are exploited at composition time and/or at run time.
Run-time properties are harvested by component managers and the
run-time system.

Funding:
position state-funded
DAAD/ARC: Paul H. J. Kelly (Imperial College)
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Optimizations, Metadata, Improvements
Optimizations:

Moving a component to another Grid node.
Fusing or decomposing components.
Generating or modifying component code dynamically.

Metadata:
Cost functions (exec. time, comm. volume, etc.).
Abstract description of the component’s semantics.
Algebraic properties of compositions of components.

Improvements:
Execution speed.
Responsiveness of GUIs.
Availability of data (e.g., by caching).
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Activities in WP3
Personal Contacts:

Olav Beckmann (IC): dynamic optimization.
Marco Danelutto (UNIPI): component models.

Implementation:
Prototype of moving GUIs in ProActive.
Analysis of simple GUI programs regarding distributed execution.

Future Research:
Studying metadata appropriate for restructuring.
Studying requirements of the component managers
and run-time system to facilitate restructuring.

Future Contacts:
ProActive and Fractal people in WP3.
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Loop Parallelization for the Grid
Investigators:

Dr. Martin Griebl
Michael Classen

Idea:
Use the polyhedron model to parallelize nested loops automatically.
Focus on tiling techniques to calibrate the parallelism for a
heterogeneous, dynamically changing platform.

Challenges:
Extend the mathematical basis to cope with heterogeneity.
Find appropriate protocols to cope with dynamicity.
Obtain efficient execution in the face of dynamicity.

Funding and Connections:
Griebl: position state-funded.
Classen: position DFG-funded (Project CompSpread for 2+2 years).
DAAD/Procope: Albert Cohen (INRIA Futurs).
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Loop Parallelization in the Polyhedron Model

for i = 1 to n do

for j = 0 to i + m do

A(i, j) = A(i−1, j) + A(i, j −1)

od

A(i, i+m+1) = A(i−1, i+m)+A(i, i+m)

od

parfor p = 0 to m + n do

for t = max(p, 2p−m−1) to min(n+p−1, 2p−m) do
A(1+t−p, p) = A(t−p, p) + A(1+t−p, p−1)

od

if p ≥ m+1 then

A(p−m, 1+p) = A(p−m, p) + A(p−m−1, p)

fi

od

j

i t

p

i

source operation dependence graph target operation dependence graph
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Adaptive Grid Placement
Adaptation Technique: tiling

Tiling: determining the optimal granularity of parallelism
When? (Before or after the parallelization.)
How? (Shape, form and size of the tiles.)
What? (Space and/or time.)

When: after the parallelization
It’s simpler and more widely applicable: only one perfect target loop nest.
It’s more powerful: flexible space-time mapping before inflexible tiling.

How: space and time separately
The risk: heuristic wins only with certain allocations.
The gain: precise and independent adaptation to hardware parameters.

What:
Tiling space: adapts to resources (# processors).
Tiling time: adapts to performance (computation/communication ratio).
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Untiled Target Polyhedron
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Space-Tiled Target Polyhedron

t

p

benefit: larger computations per processor and step
problem: many small communications (start-up times dominate)
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Space-Time-Tiled Target Polyhedron (incorrect)

t

p

idea: postpone and coalesce communications
correctness problem: the data arrive too late
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Tiled Target Polyhedron (repaired)

t

p

standard solution: one-off skewing at the tile level
crossing dependences cause skewing inconsistencies (placement algorithm)
gain: fewer communications than time-untiled
price: more time steps, i.e., longer execution time
trade-off: find the right balance
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Trade-off: Tile Size / Efficiency
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Activities in WP3
In the first year:

None.
Martin Griebl finished his habilitation.
Just acquired DFG funding for Michael Classen.

Future plans:
Real dynamicity (run-time rather than load-time).
Final experiments with the implementation in LooPo/CLooG.
Cooperation with Gorlatch/Dünnweber (WWU Münster):

specialize their task farm skeleton to do loop tiling
and other scheduling paradigms
CoreGRID fellowship-funded development desired
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